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As of 09 October, 103 Local Government Areas (LGAs)
across 10 States have been impacted by severe flooding,
with an estimated 1,921,026 people affected so far. Out
of these, 561,442 people have been internally displaced
and 351,236 are in need of immediate humanitarian
assistance. The death toll stands at 199 people since late
August with 1,306 injuries reported.

Frontline States
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Local Government Area Affected

1,921,026
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State
Adamawa
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Anambra
Bayelsa
Benue
Delta
Edo
Kebbi
Kogi
Kwara
Niger
Rivers
Taraba

65,011
517,694
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45,201
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110,594
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813,360
Awaiting Info.
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7,641
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351,236

351,236
People-in-Need

210,206
Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) in Camps

391,585
IDP in Host Communities

Areas located along the Niger and Benue rivers have been
the most affected by flooding. Recent assessment visits
to Kebbi State confirms that riparian LGAs located along
the banks of the Niger river have suffered severe
inundation. Meanwhile, the situation has deteriorated in
the southernmost coastal areas, especially Bayelsa state
where some of the major rivers pass through. Some
517,694 persons are estimated to have been affected by
flooding in Bayelsa State alone, with several
communities, schools, houses and hospitals submerged in
water. The Bayelsa State Governor has ordered the
closure of all schools in the state for safety reasons, and
emergency evacuations for affected communities are
ongoing. NEMA has installed tents in some communities,
and additional homes for displaced persons are being
identified in sports complex, schools and nursing homes.
NEMA is already providing relief material but there is the
need for more especially food items as farming
communities have seen their farmlands and crops
destroyed by the flooding.
Despite slightly falling water levels at Lokoja measuring
point, uncertainty remains as floodwaters will likely take
time to recede, and with continuous pressing
humanitarian needs in terms of shelter for displaced
people, food and non‐food items, as well as
prevention/control of major health risks such as cholera
and malaria.

WEATHER FORECAST
Rainfall forecasts are low to moderate and are expected
to continue to taper off as the rainy season draws to an
end in the coming months. Consequently, water levels in
the Niger and Benue rivers are starting to drop after
reaching a peak in late September/early October,
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Assessments are still ongoing and figures will be updated regularly
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5 EOCs are activated covering the
following states:

EOC A: Kebbi, Niger, Kwara
EOC B: Kogi, Edo
EOC C: Benue, Taraba, Adamawa
EOC D: Anambra, Delta
EOC E: Rivers, Bayelsa

1,306
People injured

199
Deaths

0
Missing persons

82,376
Houses destroyed/damaged

156,672
Agricultural crop land destroyed/damaged

reducing the likelihood of further flooding. The water
levels at Lokoja station, where the Niger and Benue rivers
meet, dropped from 11.21 meters on 21 September to
10.74 meters by 02 October, though latest reports
indicate a slight increase between 02 and 05 October
from 10.74 to 10.80m. The maximum level reached in
2012 was 12.84 meters (29 September).

The forecast for the next two weeks continues to predict
light to moderate rainfalls across the southern part of
Nigeria and parts of Cameroon, with rainfall of over
150mm only likely along coastal areas. In addition, a few
isolated pockets of higher rainfall is forecasted along the
Nigeria‐Cameroun border with a higher than average
accumulated rainfall (>125 mm/week compared to the
100 mm average), which could still affect levels in the
Benue river basins.
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PEOPLE-IN-NEED REQUIREMENTS
Across all affected States, shelter, food, medicines, and NFIs (mosquito nets, mats, hygiene kits, and family kits)
remain priority needs. In Bayelsa and River States, there is an immediate need to supply affected communities with
tents and camp facilities, as well as food and non-food items, drinking water, mosquito nets and malaria treatment
medicines. Access and limited constraints remain major challenges for ongoing relief response efforts.
CAMP COORDINATION/MANAGEMENT
Needs: deployment of additional personnel to administer the various IDP camps.
EMERGENCY SHELTER
Needs: 561,442 people have been internally displaced so far. Over 82,376 houses have been damaged or destroyed.
FOOD
Needs: Livelihoods including farmlands and fish ponds have been destroyed, while large scale ecological
dislocation has taken place thereby compromising food security across the affected States. Main crops destroyed
include: cassava, rice, plantain. Some 156,672 hectares of agricultural are estimated to have been destroyed by
flooding with negative impact the livelihoods of farmers before the start of the harvesting season in October.
Flooding has also caused severe impact on fish farming and other livelihoods.
HEALTH
Needs: Provision of health facilities in displaced persons Camps. Prevention/control of major health risks such as
cholera and malaria.
WATER SANITATION AND HYGIENE
Needs: Clean drinking water required in camps. However, NEMA has deployed its mobile water purification
machines to four locations in Niger, Kogi, Anambra and Bayelsa States which are effectively serving the displaced
communities.

NUTRITION
Needs: Provision of nutrition supplements for children
EDUCATION
Needs: Teachers, equipment and temporary shelter for schools.

COORDINATION
EOCs have been activated in five areas covering the affected States to facilitate response and information sharing.
SEMA and the Nigerian Red Cross are also on the ground responding to critical needs, facilitating IDPs in emergency
shelters and/or camps, providing food and non-food items, and collating information. NEMA is in close coordination
with all the EOCs where reports are received regularly on current situation on the ground. Line ministries have also
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launched response efforts in the different states. The Presidential Committee on Flood Relief and Rehabilitation is
supporting locations where they have built permanent shelters.
OCHA, WFP and IOM have deployed staff in the NEMA HQ to support the current operations providing information
management and GIS mapping. In addition, an UNDAC surge team arrived in the country with a robust set-up of
assessments and analysis experts to support the response.

REQUIREMENTS TO MEET NEEDS

N12,136,954,359.60 N3 Billion

N9,136,954,359.60

Funds required

Expected

Funds available

CONTACT

CONTACT
For inquiries or more information, kindly contact
Abuja: Engr. Mustapha Y. Maihaja, Director General
dg@nema.gov.ng
Abuja: Kayode Fagbemi, Ag. Director, Relief and Rehabilitation
Fagbemi.kayode@nema.gov.ng +2348051795000
Abuja: Hayatu Abdulkadir, Assistant Chief Planning Office
Hayatu.abdulkadir@nema.gov.ng +2348033110010
www.nema.gov.ng

